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Metal Side Table

The Metal Side Tables belong to the
category of furnishings that do not stand
at the centre of attention, yet are
indispensable for the completion of an
interior. As small and rather inconspicuous side tables, they serve a variety of
valuable purposes. The thin table tops
and the voluminous forms of the plinth-like
bases create an appealing contrast.
The Metal Side Tables are available in
both indoor and outdoor versions.

Metal Side Table Outdoor

The Metal Side Tables are available in
various sizes and colours, making them
fitting additions to a wide variety of
interior settings.

Materials indoor
∏ Table top and base: bent and welded sheet
steel, powder-coated with highly polished
finish.
∏ Glides: felt glides.

Materials outdoor
∏ Table top and base: bent and welded sheet
steel, galvanised and powder-coated with
fine surface texture.
∏ Glides: polyamide.
∏ Applications: galvanised, powder-coated
Metal Side Tables with a fine surface texture
are equally suitable for indoor and outdoor
use.

In the powder-coated version with a fine textured finish, the
Metal Side Tables serve as weatherproof occasional tables
for balcony and garden. The tables make a perfect companion for the indoor-outdoor Waver armchair, which is
available with bases in matching colours.
Metal Side Table (Outdoor)
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DIMENSIONS (measurements are established pursuant to EN 1335-1)
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Surfaces and colors
04
white powdercoated
(smooth)

12
deep black
powder-coated
(textured)

06
red powdercoated
(smooth)

21
dimgrey
powder-coated (textured)

12
deep black
powder-coated
(smooth)

23
ice grey
powder-coated (textured)

40
chocolate
powder-coated
(textured)

52
soft light
powder-coated (textured)

Sheet steel, highgloss powdercoated

Sheet steel, textured
powder-coated
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